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Eight steps you can take that may increase your business’s value 

Changes that decrease risk may positively affect the value of your business in the eyes of a 

potential buyer. Here are a few areas that might be worth looking at. 

1. Increase the bottom line and show a pattern of steady growth. 

“Revenue is vanity, profit is sanity, but cash is what counts.” Cash pays the bills and that is why 

buyers always focus on the amount of free cash-flow your business generates. A frequently used 

approach to valuing businesses is using a multiple of the bottom line. Showing a pattern of 

sustained, consistent revenue and bottom-line growth will bolster a buyer’s confidence in the 

stability of a business. Lumpy numbers that fluctuate up and down from year to year raise 

concerns about the volatility of the business. Unless these variances can be easily explained then 

they might affect the amount of the offer. 

2. Develop sustainable “barriers to entry” that protect your business. 

Businesses that are easily copied are usually viewed as high-risk investments as they may be 

susceptible to competitors taking their market share. What can you do to tie your customers to 

your products and company? Do you sell products or brands? Are your products protected by 

patents? Is there some unique aspect you can introduce into the product, the manufacturing 

process, the distribution chain, at point of sale, in your warranty offering or in some other aspect 

of your business that will create a barrier to entry? 

3. Tackle any outstanding issues or claims that need to be addressed and resolved. 

Unresolved legal issues such as workers comp claims, employment claims, liens, tax issues, or 

financial claims are a risk to the buyer. If you are planning to sell, the sooner these issues are 

resolved the better. The same applies to any outstanding or problematic contract issues that needs 

to be resolved. 

4. Address any customer or supplier concentration issues. 

Having all your eggs in one basket is always a risk. If one key client accounts for a large 

percentage of the company’s sales, anything that affects that relationship will have a substantial 

impact on the business. The same applies to unique suppliers who provide products that are 

unique and hard to replace. If the supply suddenly stops, this will have a negative impact on the 

business. How can you reduce this dependency and remove any customers concentration issues? 
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5. Develop a high level of repeat business. 

Businesses with a high level of repeat revenue are highly sought after. Retaining loyal customers 

is usually less expensive than developing and attracting new customers. Is there anything you 

can do to develop repeat purchases? A great example of this in the software industry, where 

companies moved from retail software sales of computer disks to cloud-based, annually renewed 

software subscriptions. Another example is products that have built-in redundancy as new more 

advanced technologically offerings become available, such as mobile phones. 

6. Are you your business? 

If you died tomorrow, what would happen to your business? Are you responsible for your key 

accounts, budgeting, setting strategy and overseeing all aspects of the operation of the business? 

Would your departure have a substantial impact on your business and turn off a potential buyer? 

Can you recruit, build and develop a management team that can run the business without you? Is 

there anything you can do to tie in your key people and star performers, so they remain on board 

when the business is sold? 

7. Clean up your financial statements and corporate records. 

Would your company’s financial statements stand up to an audit? Do the book entries tie in with 

the ledgers? Do they overstate or understate anything? Do any differences between the operating 

statements and tax returns make sense? Do you have an audit trail that clearly accounts for these 

differences? Do you have clear consistent policies regarding how you treat revenue and costs at 

year end? Do you have a problematic balance sheet? Can you tackle these issues before you sell 

the company? 

8. Craft a strategic plan for growth. 

Is your strategic plan realistic? Do you have a financial forecast that reflects it? Is this financial 

forecast managed on a trailing twelve-month basis? Are sales targets tied closely to it and are 

they measurable and tracked? Is the strategic plan subject to external factors that you cannot 

control? Does past operating history reinforce your strategy and forecast? Buyers need help 

understanding the opportunities in your business. Seeing that the management team is clear on 

these opportunities and working hard to achieve this growth should help their valuation. 

Many of these changes may seem obvious but a surprising number of owners never tackle them 

before they go to market. If you were a buyer, what would you want to see? As Foster 5P rule 

states: “prior planning prevents poor performance”.  

This is a brief selection of factors that may affect the sale of your business. You have spent years 

of blood sweat, toil and tears building your business and legacy. Is taking risks and cutting 

corners when you sell it the smart thing to do? Call (310) 546 1016 or email 

Rmacdonald@agstrategicadvisor.com  to find out more and see how we can help you. 
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